Model checking is a powerful formal analytical approach to verifying software and hardware systems. However, general industrial adoption is far from widespread. Some difficulties include the inaccessibility of techniques and tools and the need for further empirical evaluation in industrial contexts. This study considers the use of Simulink Design Verifier, a model checker that forms part of a modelling system already widely used in the safety-critical industry. Model checking is applied to a number of real-world problem reports, associated with aero-engine monitoring functions, to determine whether it can provide a practical route into effective verification, particularly for nonspecialists. The study also considers the extent to which model checking can satisfy the requirements of the extensive DO-178C guidance on formal methods. The study shows that the benefits of model checking can be realised in an industrial setting without specialist skills, particularly when it is targeted at parts of the software that are error-prone, difficult to verify conventionally or critical. Importantly, it shows that model checking can find errors earlier in the design cycle than testing, which potentially saves money, due to reduced scrap and rework.
INTRODUCTION
Model checking is a formal technique for automatically exploring a model of a system to check if some properties of interest hold [1] . These properties could be failures that should never occur or functional requirements that must be satisfied. Model checking has been an active area of research for several decades [14] and numerous tools have been produced to automate the task. Some significant examples are SPIN [14] , NuSMV [4] and Simulink Design Verifier (SDV) [18] . An important benefit of model checking is that it gives strong evidence that desirable properties hold true, compared to conventional testing. This lends itself to safety-critical software development, such as avionics and automotive applications, where it is traditionally hard to verify thoroughly that safety requirements have been satisfied.
However, the use of model checking seems to be limited in industry. Some reasons are well established: state explosion [10] , regulatory limitations [10] , lack of relevant skills and inadequate model validation [24] . To overcome these limitations, testing on the actual system or additional analysis to compare the model to the actual system may still be necessary. Despite this, some look forward to a promising future [14] .
Yet, while there is a wealth of literature on improved tools and mostly small-scale case studies ( [7] [20] [21] [23]), there is less evidence of widespread adoption of model checking. One of the notable exceptions is [24] , which describes a complete tool chain for model checking that has been used in industry. The authors consider the study a success because they found errors in the design, which could be corrected earlier in the product lifecycle. However, the technique involved 16 tools, some were customwritten, and took 5 years to develop. This might be more effort than some companies are able to invest. The technique was also used to augment, rather than replace, traditional testing.
To provide some context to our study, a lightweight survey of 21 engineers working in the safety-critical software industry was carried out, focusing on three questions:
1. Awareness of model checking; 2. Whether model checking should be used; and 3. Why they thought that model checking was not used.
The results of the first two questions are shown in Figure 1 . It shows that awareness of model checking is fairly low, but most people think it is a good idea. The responses to the third question were verbose. Figure 2 depicts the frequency with which common themes occurred. The largest obstacle is the lack of knowledge and support from management, closely followed by the lack of familiarity and tools. This reinforces our view that one of the ways to realise the benefits of model checking in industry is to take advantage of the tools already available on engineers' desks.
The objective of this study is to explore the extent to which model checking can be performed 'usefully' in a 'standard industrial environment ' . Usefully here means that model checking is cheaper, faster, more thorough than conventional testing or review or able to find more subtle errors. A 'standard industrial environment' is one that uses tools readily accessible to engineers (e.g. commercial off-the-shelf tools, as opposed to research or experimental tools), a model of the kind likely to be encountered in industry (i.e. not a modelling technique that requires expert knowledge) and contains errors typical of those encountered in industry (as opposed to problems of purely research interest). This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of safety-critical software and certification in the aerospace domain. Section 3 introduces the data used in the study while Section 4 presents the detailed study process and results. Section 4 evaluates the results of the study. Related work is discussed in Section 5, followed by observations in Section 6 and conclusions in Section 7. 
BACKGROUND
Software is often built into systems that may be, under certain failure conditions, hazardous, e.g. control systems for aircraft and medical devices [19] . A failure in the software can then affect the safety of people or property. Such software is termed 'safety critical'. There are obvious ways in which software failures can contribute to harm, such as a failure in aircraft control software to command the required thrust. Knight points out less obvious examples, such as a failure of software controlling telephone access to the emergency services [17] .
To regulate and assess software safety, authorities have created assurance standards (e.g. DO-178C [9] [12]). Generally, these standards identify different levels of criticality, reflecting the amount of damage that could be caused by a system that fails and therefore the amount of effort needed to reduce the risk of failure. In a regulated industry, developers need to obtain approval from a suitable authority that the system is acceptably safe to operate. In aerospace, this is a "type certificate" issued by an authority such as the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) [6] . DO-178 is the primary software assurance guidance aimed at civil aircraft [9] . The guidance is accepted by many aviation regulators, including the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and EASA. The guidance defines five "software levels" based on the impact of failure of the software, from Level E: "no effect on aircraft operational capability or pilot workload" to Level A: "catastrophic failure condition for the aircraft". DO-178 defines a large number of objectives that must be achieved by each part of the software development process. For example, test cases should be developed and reviewed and should achieve a suitable level of coverage. The guidance includes a simple table showing which objectives are applicable to which software level. For example, accuracy of algorithms need not be checked at all for levels E and D software, does need to be checked for level C, and needs to be checked by an independent person for levels B and A software.
The latest issue of DO-178 was released in 2012 (DO-178C) [9] , which includes specific supplements on model-based development, object-oriented technology, formal methods and tool qualification. As well as explicitly stating that it is acceptable to use formal methods, DO-178C contains practical guidance and objectives to be satisfied when using formal methods. The formal methods supplement makes a number of points:
• A formal method consists of a formal model plus a formal analysis.
• The formal analysis must be sound -that is, must not assert a property to be true when it may not be true.
• Tools used must be qualified (i.e. developed and shown to work correctly with an appropriate level of rigour).
• Differences between the model and the artefact it represents must be analysed.
• Any suitable formalisation may be used, and it is acceptable for an analysis to fail to produce a result for part of the software (as long as any results it does produce are correct) as other methods may be used to fill in the gaps.
This latter point highlights a potential issue with the formal methods supplement, in that it suggests that everything is possible, without indicating what is realistic or suggesting how to achieve it. For example, it suggests that the accuracy and consistency of the source code, including worst-case execution time, may be checked using formal methods -but only if formal semantics of the source code exist, which may "need to take into account the programming language standards, compiler information (for example, default behaviour and configuration options), and characteristics of the target computer". As explained by Kirner et al [16] , it is not practically possible to model the characteristics of a target computer pertinent to timing, so the use of formal methods for some tasks may be hypothetical.
CASE STUDY DATA
Our case study covers a model-checking environment consisting of a large industrial model and standard model checking tools, together with requirements and known fault records relevant to the model. The model is taken from the gas turbine aero engine domain, specifically health monitoring systems. Such systems provide trouble-shooting, early-warning and maintenance data. The model, MERVE, is an implementation of system-level requirements in MATLAB and Simulink. It consists of a large Simulink model of a generic engine monitoring system (approximately 7000 blocks plus thousands of lines of helper functions written in MATLAB code). It includes the core functionality of typical commercial products. It is detailed enough to generate functional code by automated means, and perform real-world engine monitoring functions using either simulated inputs or input data recorded on a real engine. The functions represented by MERVE would generally be classed as Level C in DO-178C [9] . The MERVE model is derived from a merged set of requirements for several real engine health monitoring systems, but does not precisely match any of them. However, it is sufficiently similar that errors found during the development and verification of real products can be mapped onto the MERVE model. Errors in the real products take various forms, such as:
• Code that does not match software requirements; • Code and software requirements that do not match system requirements; • System requirements that are incorrect; • Requirements (at any level) that are contradictory; • Code that provides additional functions not specified in the requirements that affect system behaviour. A database of Problem Reports (PRs) relating to the real products was used to find samples of errors that might be amenable to model checking. The MERVE model was treated as the software implementation of a set of system-level requirements. Simulink was chosen because it is a widely used industrial modelling tool, particularly in aerospace. This is a significant advantage when trying to introduce model checking to a wider audience, since Simulink may be already installed or easily deployable on many engineers' computers. Simulink includes the model checker SDV, which is based on a proprietary tool called Prover Plug-In.
CASE STUDY PROCESS 4.1 Investigated Errors
The purpose of this step was to determine the categories of problems that typically exist in an industrial setting. The aim is to consider a large number of problems, rather than focusing on a few examples that may have been selected to demonstrate a limited set of properties of interest. A total of 1477 PRs were examined, being the complete set of PRs relating to a commercial aerospace system. A PR does not necessarily describe a fault in the system. For example, PRs are often used to add new features or to correct ambiguous or duplicate requirements. A quick search to exclude the following types of PRs was first performed:
•
PRs that have been cancelled;
• PRs relating to hardware;
• PRs that introduce new features;
• PRs that make general improvements;
• PRs for document-only updates.
A summary of the results of this initial search is depicted Figure  3 . The 'possible' category was then examined further. Not all PRs in the 'possible' category were examined in detail. Instead, the PR identifiers were ordered numerically and every tenth PR was selected. While not a truly random selection, it spans the development cycle and does not cherry-pick any particular kind of PR. In total, 49 PRs were examined in detail to determine how they might be detected by model checking and were categorised as follows:
• Property violation: a specific requirement was violated by the underlying requirements or design;
• Emergent: no requirement was violated, but the actual behaviour did not meet the designer's intent;
• Consistency: typographical and non-functional errors. Figure 4 depicts the number of PRs in each category. This shows that the majority of PRs are property violations, which might be found directly by model checking. There are a significant number of emergent problems, which would not have been detected by checking current requirements, but could feed into the development of additional requirements. 
Model Checking
Each error was analysed to determine how it could be detected using a model checker with the MERVE model. Model checkers, including SDV, work by proving that properties always hold true, or finding a case where properties are violated. We attempted to convert the errors into properties within the MERVE model. This was a practical exercise that involved understanding the structure of the existing model, understanding the existing requirements, modelling properties in Simulink and operating SDV.
MERVE is a large model containing over 7000 blocks and hundreds of inputs and outputs. We did not attempt to modelcheck the entire model for the following reasons:
• The state space is likely to be far too large for current tools to analyse.
• The model was written making full use of Simulink capabilities, not all of which are supported by SDV.
• The model was written for MATLAB version 2007, for which SDV was not available for this study. Instead, models had to be run in MATLAB version 2010, and the model as a whole is not compatible.
• Working with the model is quicker if parts of the system not related to the property being tested are removed.
The general approach was to isolate the part of the model that is sufficient to exhibit the problem and copy it into a new model on which the analysis is performed. The approach might miss possible interactions with other parts of the system and increase the risk of excluding relevant parts of the model. In reality, model checking is unlikely to be used as the sole means of verifying the whole model; rather it is targeted at specific functions and augmented with testing. Other test platforms could be used to verify system-wide interactions. Manual review could be used to confirm that the cut-down model provided sufficient coverage. Figure 6 illustrates the use of SDV. The 'HighWins' block exhibits a problem, in that the output flickers undesirably between two values when the inputs are similar but perturbed by electrical noise. The output was connected to a 'verification subsystem', which uses Simulink modelling blocks to detect flickering. The 'HighWins' block was driven using simulated noisy input signals. When run, SDV took 4 seconds to find a case where the 'verification subsystem' detects flicker (i.e. problem detected) after 4 steps. The case is presented as a tabular and graphical sequence of the inputs at each step. SDV also produces a playback block that may be used to drive the model via standard Simulink tools (e.g. single-step debugging, scopes and display blocks) to investigate the error. SDV does not highlight the location within the model that caused the error, but rather the input sequence over time that caused the error. Investigation is needed to understand the cause. The problem was corrected (by implementing a suppression system that filters transient output changes). When rerun, SDV asserts that the problem never occurs.
Figure 6: Illustrative Example
In a controlled development environment, the correction would be subject to design review and change control. It is important to note that SDV does not use written temporal logic. Instead, behaviour over time is defined using standard Simulink blocks, such as delays, counters, Boolean logic and state machines. In this case, a counter was used to check if the output had been steady for some length of time. It was possible to translate properties from natural language into Simulink with ease; this is due to familiarity with Simulink and its expressiveness. Knowledge of temporal logic was not required. However, such properties would need to be verified (e.g. by test) before use in an industrial application.
After completing this step, 49 problem reports were examined in detail to see if they were amenable to model checking. 42 were amenable, given an ideal model and model checking tool. However, only 9 were manifest in the model used in the case study. Of these 9, useful results were obtained (proofs, contradictions or increased confidence) from SDV for 8. This is low because MERVE does not cover the entire system. While this suggests that model checking with an existing model might not reveal many errors, we would expect that if model checking were adopted, more of the system would be modelled.
Top-Down Verification of Requirements
The preceding analysis of PRs looked at known problems. This is because we wanted to determine if a wide range of real-world problems can be identified by model checking. When incorporated into a full development process, we would expect model checking to be used top-down: starting from a set of requirements. This section records our investigation of this more representative use of model checking, in which we selected a group of system requirements collectively implementing a function known generally to be error-prone (hence success would support the case for using model checking in typical industrial settings) and attempted to prove that they are satisfied by MERVE, without the guidance of existing PRs. This directly mimics the manual review that is traditionally used to show that low-level requirements satisfy high-level requirements. The chosen area deals with selecting between multiple similar inputs depending on the validity of those inputs, e.g. coping with failed sensors. Figure 7 shows the scale of the model (details deliberately obscured for reasons of commercial sensitivity Nine requirements were modelled exactly as written. Due to the maturity of the requirements, no difficulty was encountered in translation into Simulink.
Figure 7: Requirements Check Context
For two requirements, the existing model used a fixed threshold, whereas the requirement calls for a variable threshold. This is a consistency error. We have overcome this by using the same fixed threshold in the property to be proved. We did not model the remaining two requirements as they do not readily map onto the existing model. Of the 11 requirements modelled, SDV was able to prove the satisfaction of 8. No conclusion was reached about one requirement after running SDV for 10 hours. SDV was able to falsify 2 requirements:
(1): the requirement states a specific signal source to output at start up, without regard to the validity of that source. However, the model does not output that source if it is invalid. It is likely that the model's behaviour is preferred; nonetheless, the model does not satisfy the requirement.
(2): the requirement includes a timer indicating when a Boolean input has been true for a defined length of time. When the defined time period is zero, the model reports the timer as expired, regardless of the state of the input. This is an error in the model.
Comparison with Traditional Review
In the above example, model checking was used to show that lowlevel requirements satisfied certain high-level requirements. Traditionally, this would be done by a manual review. Our estimate is that the 11 requirements and corresponding parts of MERVE considered above could be reviewed for compliance and correctness in a one-hour inspection session involving three people (the author, a reviewer and a chairperson) plus one-hour preparation by the reviewer, totalling 4 hours. The estimates are based on measurements made in the study, engineering judgment and expert testimony.
In comparison, developing the properties and running SDV took about 3 hours. In a formal context (e.g. DO-178C), the modelled properties would also have to be reviewed, again taking an estimated 4 hours. Therefore using model checking would take about twice as long as conventional reviewing. However, there are other factors that favour model checking: (1) experienced users of SDV would be able to generate properties quicker; (2) once the properties have been generated, they can be re-run in a matter of seconds, with automatic generation of results and reports; and (3) if model checking were incorporated into a model-based development process, the properties could be developed as part of the high-level requirements rather than as a separate activity. However, there are also factors that count against model checking:
(1) there is a cost in qualifying the model checker and (2) the modelled properties need to be manually reviewed.
Comparison with Traditional Testing
Since model checking is a technique for finding errors in a design, it is interesting to compare it with traditional testing. The following comparison treats MERVE as an implementation of the system requirements.
In a discussion with a testing team leader, it was estimated that the design and execution of conventional system-level tests for the 11 requirements would take one hour per requirement performed informally, and 20 hours per requirement with the level of formality required by DO-178C software level A. This overhead is due to activities such as independent reviews of the test cases and results, configuration control of test cases, models and results, recording of errors and quality assurance activities. In comparison, the average time to generate and run the test for a single requirement informally with SDV was approximately 17 minutes. Our model checking did not include any level of DO-178C formality. It is reasonable to assume that a similar overhead as with traditional testing would apply if done formally, since SDV does not automate reviews of the properties themselves, configuration management and quality control. In both cases, something has to be qualified as a verification tool under DO-178C: for traditional testing, the test rig, for model checking, SDV. Therefore the overall time saving of using model checking as a form of testing seems small. 
Certification using Model Checking

Relationship to DO-178C
The preceding sections discussed how model checking can be used to find a variety of errors between high-level and low-level requirements using real industrial examples. Since this case study focuses on airborne software, the next step is to consider how model checking relates to certification. [9] . The MERVE model meets these criteria. The supplement explains that it may not be possible to model the entire system (as found in our case study), but formal methods should be used in conjunction with other forms of verification (e.g. testing).
The supplement explains that formal models should be verified to provide assurance that if a property holds true for the model, it will hold true for the real system. If a model such as MERVE is auto-coded, the scope for divergence between the model and the real system is reduced, which should simplify the assurance process. Manual review could also be used to demonstrate that the software design matches the model. It is necessary to define how formal methods will be used, what evidence is to be presented and any gaps with respect to conventional testing. MERVE can be considered as a 'design model' that could be used to generate code automatically and attempt to satisfy verification objectives using SDV. Since not all of the software is modelled, it would be necessary to define the boundary and describe the process that would be followed. This stage also records which certification objectives will be satisfied by formal methods (for specific parts of the system).
Software Life Cycle Data (FM.11.0):
It is necessary to record definitions of model syntax, semantics and constraints. This would include the subset of Simulink used, the configuration of the tools and assumptions used in verification (for example, where input values were constrained to speed up model checking). The definition of each verification case, including step-by-step procedure, results, and handling of any cases not proven by the tool, would also be recorded. It is also necessary to record details of the methods employed by SDV -this may prove difficult since it is a proprietary tool, but may be possible by involving the tool vendor in the certification process.
Additional considerations (FM.12.0):
This section considers coverage analysis (that is, demonstrating that all of the software has been fully examined). Although SDV has features to support this, it is outside the scope of this case study. Simulink is a mathematics-based notation, which is executable and deterministic. Scaife et al [22] state that the semantics are only informally defined in a reference manual. However, this does not make it impossible to define the semantics formally. For example, one could specify a subset of Simulink whose semantics are well-defined. Enforcement of this subset could be automated, and indeed SDV checks each model prior to execution to ensure that no incompatible features are used.
"FM.6.2.1 (b) The soundness of each formal analysis method should be justified. A sound method never asserts that a property is true when it may not be true."
SDV is a proprietary tool and therefore its internal methodology is not known, making it difficult to establish whether it is sound. Given the tool's intent (to prove properties), it is plausible that the underlying methodology was chosen to be sound, but it is not possible to confirm this without further information. An approach to this justification would be to qualify SDV as a verification tool: the qualification activity demonstrates that the tool correctly implements the underlying methodology without introducing unsoundness. The supplement also explains that it is acceptable for the analysis to give an inconclusive verdict, as this simply means that an alternative method of verification must be used.
"FM.6.2.1 (c) All assumptions related to each formal analysis should be described and justified; for example, assumptions associated with the target computer or about the data range limits."
Further work is needed to justify assumptions, for example:
• Justifying that model checking results performed on a desktop computer would still be valid on the target computer, which may use a different floating-point system or smaller sizes for storing values. This seems feasible for SDV.
• Justifying approximations made by SDV (such as rational approximation of floating-point numbers).
• Justifying any constraint blocks used on inputs to speed up model checking, for example by reference to input ranges given in the system requirements.
The supplement then describes how formal methods can achieve various verification objectives. Section FM.6.3.2 "Reviews and Analyses of Low-Level Requirements" is particularly pertinent to this case study; the objectives of this section are discussed below:
FM.6.2.3 (a)
Compliance: SDV could be used to demonstrate that the design complies with the high-level requirements, since both are formally modelled (except for derived requirements, which do not have parent requirements).
FM.6.3.2 (b) Accuracy and Consistency:
Modelled requirements are implicitly precise and unambiguous, since Simulink (if a suitably defined subset is used) has a precise and unambiguous meaning. Consistency (the absence of conflicts) can be interpreted in several ways. For example, it is possible for multiple blocks to overwrite each other's data in global storage, and it is unlikely that the whole model could be checked in one go due to its size, therefore there may be undetected conflicting requirements. Manual review could be used to check this. However, if two requirements require contradictory proofs, it will not be possible to satisfy both, which will be visible as a verification failure. The supplement does not define what "accuracy" means for a requirement. SDV can provide evidence that the design model accurately matches the high-level requirements, and that outputs produced by the model accurately match expected values.
FM.6.3.2 (c) Compatibility with the target computer:
This cannot be checked as there is no model of the target hardware.
FM.6.3.2 (d) Verifiability:
As noted in the supplement, requirements are implicitly verifiable once they are expressed formally. The supplement suggests that requirements including the concepts of "always" or "never" can be problematic. However, this seems to be at odds with the concept of formal methods, which is that proofs can be found that properties always hold true or are never violated. Further work may be needed to determine any features of Simulink models that are not verifiable.
FM.6.3.2 (e) Conformance to standards:
This could be checked automatically or by review, and SDV includes some checks.
FM.6.3.2 (f) Traceability:
Automated tools may help with traceability, but this is not a feature of SDV and has not been investigated in this case study.
FM.6.3.2 (g) Algorithm Aspects
: SDV could be used to check the accuracy and behaviour of algorithms, assuming the desired properties are defined in the high-level requirements and the algorithm is small enough to check. Figure 8 through Figure 11 depict a high-level assurance argument for using SDV as a model checker in the context of DO-178C. The argument is represented using the Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) [13] , which breaks a top-level claim into a hierarchy of sub-claims, ultimately supported by evidence. The argument is simplified by not showing some objectives (e.g. configuration control and tool qualification), which we have assumed can be readily satisfied. These additional objectives would be shown as further sub-goals under G1.2. Most of the bottom-level claims are still to be developed. We expect some of these to be straightforward to complete (G1.1.1.2, G1.2.1, G1.2.3). However, some are novel, and the argument as a whole relies on being able to find the evidence. These are:
Assurance Argument for Model Checking
G1.1.1.1:
Simulink has a precise, unambiguous and mathematically defined semantics, in that it can be executed by a computer program in accordance with a set of rules that could be written down using mathematics and logic. This contrasts with natural language, which is more difficult to execute. However, the description of the semantics, as supplied with the tool, is written partly in natural language, rather than a mathematical notation such as linear temporal logic or set theory. Further work would be necessary to define it more precisely.
C2
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G1.1.3:
It is difficult to determine if the methods used by SDV are sound without further information from the tool vendor. Without knowing this, it is not possible to use SDV as a formal method within DO-178C. Based on an example within DO-178C, one way of showing that a method is sound is to cite published academic proofs. It may be possible to take this approach with SDV, once the internal methods are known.
G1.2.2:
Having defined the operational requirements for the tool, it is necessary to show that they have been met. This may prove difficult, as it may not be possible to substantiate a proof for all but the most trivial model. This discussion also highlighted that soundness of a formal method can be considered separately from qualification of the associated tool. If the method is known to be sound, then qualification might become the simpler task of showing that the tool correctly implements the method, rather than proving that the implementation is sound. 
Sub-Argument
By creating this assurance argument, we have provided a structure in which the strengths or weaknesses of the case may be discussed. The reader is encouraged to challenge and critique any part of the argument or evidence. 
DISCUSSION AND OBSERVATIONS
The following discussion reflects on the experience gained in this study regarding various aspects of usefulness.
Errors Found
The premise of model checking is that it provides proof of a property, thus giving a high degree of confidence in the correctness of a model. Traditional reviews and testing are not perfect (this is evident from the fact that commercial software does contain errors), so model checking promises an improvement in the number of errors detected. In this case study, we primarily used known errors to demonstrate that detection of real-world errors is within the scope of model checking. This does not give direct evidence that model checking finds errors that would have been missed by conventional verification. However, we found that many existing errors can be defined as property violations, therefore could in principle be found by model checking, and, importantly, found earlier in the development cycle. This reduces development effort, due to a reduction in the number of artefacts that need reworking when errors are found. We have also attempted to prove that the model correctly implements a set of high-level requirements. This was largely successful in that SDV both proved some requirements to be satisfied, and others to be incorrectly implemented (although in one case, SDV failed to reach a conclusion). Although we do not have factual information on whether these errors were found by traditional methods, we think this is likely, since experienced reviewers (and testers) should be looking for boundary conditions and failure cases. In a minority of cases, SDV was unable to reach a conclusion even after 10 hours of operation. In these cases, it is still possible to gain confidence in the model's correctness by running SDV for a limited number of time steps. In summary, we have found evidence that model checking can find errors earlier in the development cycle than conventional verification. We have not found evidence that model checking finds more errors than conventional verification.
Certification
We have shown how model checking could be used to satisfy several objectives of DO-178C, particularly in relation to verification of low-level requirements. Further, we have found that model checking compares favourably with conventional system-level testing in terms of speed and thoroughness, although we have not considered this in relation to achieving DO-178C objectives for system testing. This suggests that SDV can be used in the development of high-integrity airborne software. However, such use would require the tool to be qualified and shown to be sound. Since SDV is a proprietary tool, and certification activities are generally proprietary, it is not possible to state whether SDV has, or could be, qualified in practice.
Effort
We have estimated the effort that would be needed by conventional verification and compared this with the effort expended using SDV. The time taken to convert high-level requirements into properties for model checking was similar to traditional manual review of high-level requirements, and if used in a formal development process (such as DO-178C) would require an additional review of the properties. However, if the properties were developed as part of the existing high-level requirements generation and review activity, modelling the properties might not take noticeably longer. The time spent actually operating SDV was a matter of seconds per requirement. This is significantly faster than manual verification, but the realworld benefit would depend on how often verification is repeated (for example, if a particular product was developed with overnight regression testing, fast proofs may be very useful; whereas if testing was performed only once on the final product, this would be less advantageous). Further work would be needed to investigate this, or whether model checking facilitates additional verification activities, such as automated regression testing, which would not otherwise be considered. A benefit of SDV is that it automatically generates a written report of results. Manual verification often requires records to be generated manually.
Simplicity
We found converting high-level requirements into formally modelled properties generally straightforward because SDV integrates directly into the modelling environment and most requirements map onto simple 'implies' relationships. However, we were unable to model some of properties (e.g. involving a counter, a state machine and a division) and in a minority of cases SDV was unable to find a solution. It may be that further effort could overcome these problems, or it may be that some problems are not amenable to checking with SDV.
Modifications to the Model
In some cases, we had to remove blocks from the original model in order to make it compatible with SDV. These are generally non-functional, for example removing signal attribute checks left in for debugging purposes. In general, we used SDV on small extracts of the overall model, in isolation, containing a few tens of blocks. Further work is needed to determine if SDV can be run on the whole model (containing 7000 blocks). Since SDV is not compatible with all blocks supported by Simulink, it will generally be necessary to modify the model to support SDV. This creates a problem because the properties proven on the modified model may not hold true on the original model from which code would be generated. This may be avoidable by using only blocks supported by SDV when developing the model. Alternatively, traditional reviewing could be used for unsupported blocks.
VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS
This study looked at a single model. Although it is a typical model in that it already exists in industry for purposes other than model checking, other models may have different properties. For example, MERVE uses the Simulink option of a 'fixed step discrete solver', which happens to be compatible with SDV. A model that used a continuous solver would not be compatible with SDV. Other models may contain features that are not decidable by SDV, making it impossible to perform model checking. Further work would be needed to assess a wider variety of models.
By way of comparison, the PathStar project [15] used model checking to find 75 errors in 18 months of use. 5 of these errors were also found by system-level testing. The report does not discuss if any traditional model reviews or software testing were performed, so it is not apparent whether the remaining 70 errors would have been found by traditional methods (if such methods were used). The primary motivation for using model checking appears to be the complexity of the PathStar software, which is an intricate distributed system. Our findings do not contradict any of the conclusions of the PathStar project. Another comparison is the SLAM system, produced by Microsoft. SLAM is a good example of a model checker being used in an industrial context by people with no specialist knowledge of model checking. Unlike SDV, it is targeted to a specific problem (i.e. checking device drivers). Microsoft has highlighted the obstacles that many organisations would face in converting a research tool into an industrial tool [2] . These include recruiting model-checking experts and developing their own formal tool-chain, which may be beyond the capabilities of smaller organisations.
Further, some authors have highlighted potential difficulties with model checking that were not apparent in this case study. For example, Fraser et al [11] mention performance limitations due to the state explosion and applicability of each theoretical model checking technique to particular problem types. We found that SDV completed most tests within minutes, so performance was not a problem. For a minority of tests, SDV failed to produce a result even after hours of operation. We would argue that although it might be impractical to use SDV for those tests, this is not a problem if model checking is combined with traditional verification. In any practical application of model checking, it is unlikely that all parts of the system will be modelled, so it would be necessary to maintain a traditional verification capability. Fraser et al also comment on the difficulty in obtaining a model. However, large numbers of industries and projects (based on our experience) have already invested in developing Simulink models. This is perhaps an important advantage of using Simulink and SDV compared with other model checkers (and indeed Fraser et al suggest that an over-arching model-based development process might be a good source of models).
Fantechi et al [10] note that model checking is not mentioned in safety-critical software standards, and that there are no known qualified model checkers. As described in this case study, DO-178C rectifies this, and qualification of a model checker seems possible in principle. Further work is needed to validate and populate the argument we have provided for using SDV as a formal method for model checking.
Our approach of using SDV to prove properties directly on Simulink models seems at odds with the approach of Whalen et al [24] , who have created a whole verification suite that involves nine model checking tools. However, we believe this is because they were researching the general problem and trying to determine the relative advantages of different tools and languages. As with our case study, their method used Stateflow and Simulink as an input, and Prover/Design Verifier as one of the model checkers. In contrast to our case study, they convert the input model into a variety of intermediate formats. Further work would be needed to determine if, and in what contexts, it is beneficial to use multiple model checkers. Cofer et al suggest several objectives in the DO-178C formal methods supplement that could be satisfied by this process [5] . However, these suggestions had not been evaluated in a real certification environment.
Some tool vendors provide tool qualification kits. For example, The MathWorks provides a qualification kit for some parts of Simulink for use with DO-178 [8] . However, this covers only a small number of certification objectives (such as measuring test coverage and checking design standards). The kit does not cover qualifying SDV as a verification tool.
CONCLUSIONS
Model checking has the potential to find more errors than traditional verification and find them earlier in the product development cycle. This is attractive to the developers of safetyrelated software. However, such software is usually developed to strict standards, such as DO-178C for airborne software, which require the adequacy of any new technique to be justified. In this paper, we have examined the possibility of using an existing and a widely-used industrial modelling tool (Simulink) with its built-in model checker (SDV) to study an existing industrial model (not designed specifically for model checking).
We have investigated 49 real-world problems to determine if they could have been found by model checking. We have found that 51% could in principle be found by checking a full model of the software against higher-level requirements because they represent property violations. We also tried proving that part of the model matched the corresponding high-level requirements without first looking at existing errors. We checked 11 such requirements and were able to achieve useful results for 10. This exercise found 2 errors in the model. However, it is likely that they would have been found by thorough traditional manual review and testing. We found the model checker to be quick and effective at finding both proofs and counter-examples that high-level requirements hold true. Re-running the verification cases takes a matter of seconds, significantly faster than manual review.
However, this case study also revealed several factors that impaired the usefulness of the technique. The time taken to develop and review models of the high-level requirements, and make adjustments to the model under test to be compatible with the model checker, is comparable to the time taken to perform manual tests and reviews. SDV was not able to reach a conclusion in all cases, either because of errors in the modelling of high-level requirements, or because of limitations of the tool. This means that conventional verification would still be needed.
We have considered how SDV fits in with the new airborne software guidance DO-178C, which includes extensive guidance on the use of formal methods and tool qualification. We have discussed how SDV can be treated as a suitable formal method for automating review and analysis, subject to a better understanding of the internal mechanisms used by the tool, in particular that the underlying methods are sound.
This study shows that there is potential for the useful application of model checking in industry, but there are a number of open issues still to address. In many cases, these are presented in context throughout this paper; the following provides a summary.
(1) The industrial use of other tools could be investigated furtherit may be that tools other than SDV are in widespread use in industry, and may have been qualified, but this is not widely reported due to commercial sensitivities. Similarly, companies may have attempted to qualify tools and failed; this is useful information but unlikely to be published.
(2) Promoting the ideas presented in this study is a challenge; further work could investigate possible approaches and obstacles.
(3) In order to make general conclusions about the number of problems that might be detectable by model checking, further case studies would be needed covering a variety of domains.
(3) Our comparisons of the amount of time taken by traditional verification versus model checking are based on engineering judgement. Further work is needed to validate these comparisons.
(4) In some cases, we were unable to prove properties conclusively with SDV. Further work would be needed to determine if this was due to limitations of the tool itself, or our use of the tool.
(5) Although we have presented an assurance argument for how SDV could meet the needs of DO-178C, significant further work is needed in this area to investigate soundness and qualification of the tool and which objectives might be satisfied by the tool. Certification is only valid for a specific context and involves agreement on the approach between the applicant and the certifying authority; further work is needed to determine if our assurance argument is acceptable.
